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Abstract—Three-dimensional space-time velocity filters may be
used to enhance dynamic passband objects of interest in videos
while attenuating moving interfering objects based on their velocities. In this paper, we show that the attenuation of interfering
stopband objects may be significantly improved using recently
proposed shifted-velocity filters. It is shown that an improvement
of approximately 20 dB in signal-to-interference ratio may be
achieved for stopband to passband velocity differences of only
1 pixels/frame. More importantly, this improvement is achieved
without increasing the computational complexity.
Index Terms—3-D velocity filters, shifted-velocity filters, lineartrajectory filters, spectral transform, moving interfering objects.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional (3-D) velocity filters (VFs) (also known
as linear-trajectory filters) are a class of 3-D spatio-temporal
filters that can be employed to selectively enhance or attenuate objects moving with approximately constant velocities
in videos. Such VFs find numerous applications in advanced
driver assistance systems, traffic analysis, motion detection
and analysis, radar tracking and the attenuation of sunlight
flicker patterns [1]–[10]. Previously reported designs of VFs
include both finite-extent impulse response (FIR) and infiniteextent impulse response (IIR) digital filters having planarshaped [5], [11], [12] or wedge-shaped (i.e., exterior of a
wide-angle cone) [3], [7], [8], [13], [14] passbands in the
associated spatio-temporal 3-D frequency domain. We refer
to these filters as conventional VFs.
Motivated by the architecture of the well-known delay-andsum beamformers [15]–[17, ch. 6], a novel architecture for
VFs has been proposed in [18] in order to reduce the computational complexity of VFs. In this architecture, the input
video signal is first shifted along the two spatial dimensions
using a two-dimensional (2-D) spatial variable-shift (SVS)
filter prior to subsequent filtering with a 3-D FIR VF having
a wedge-shaped passband. We refer to the VFs based on this
architecture as shifted VFs. The shifted VF proposed in [18]
provides approximately 60% reduction of the computational
complexity compared to the state-of-the-art conventional VF
having the lowest computational complexity [13]. In [10],
the computational complexity of shifted VFs has been further

reduced by approximately 50% (compared to the shifted VF
proposed in [18]) using a 3-D IIR VF.
In this paper, we show that the attenuation of moving
interfering objects (MIOs) in videos may be significantly improved using the shifted VFs. The performance of conventional
VFs in attenuating MIOs significantly deteriorate when the
velocity of an MIO is close to the velocity of the object of
interest (OOI) to be enhanced. This happens as a result of
the narrow angular separation between the spectral regions
of support (ROSs) of the OOI and the MIO, which occurs
when the velocities are close. Note that, in [10] and [18],
only the low-complexity filter architectures for shifted VFs
have been analyzed whereas, in this paper, we analyze the
significantly improved attenuation of MIOs by shifted VFs
using the spectral properties of moving objects in videos
and verify using numerical simulations. A representative case,
where the velocities of the OOI and the MIOs differ only
by 1 pixels/frame indicates that the shifted VFs provide
approximately 20 dB improvement in signal-to-interference
ratio (SIR) compared to conventional VFs without increasing
the computational complexity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Spectral properties of an object moving with constant velocity is described
in Section II. The attenuation performance of conventional VFs
and shifted VFs are analyzed in Section III. In Section IV, the
improved performance of shifted VFs are verified using extensive numerical simulations. Finally, conclusions and future
work are presented in Section V.
II. T HREE -D IMENSIONAL S PECTRAL P ROPERTIES OF AN
O BJECT M OVING WITH A C ONSTANT V ELOCITY
The spectrum of an object moving with a constant 2-D velocity in a video (referred to as a linear-trajectory signal [11])
is briefly reviewed in this section. To this end, we consider
an object moving with the constant velocity [vx , vy ]T (∈ R2 )
and having a time-invariant 2-D spatial intensity as shown in
Fig. 1(a). In this case, the 3-D discrete-domain intensity of
the moving object, i(nx , ny , nt ), (nx , ny , nt ) ∈ Z3 , can be
expressed as [11], [19, ch. 2.3]
i(nx , ny , nt ) = inr t0 (nx − ∆x(nt ), ny − ∆y(nt )),
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Fig. 1: (a) An object moving with a constant 2-D velocity
[vx , vy ]T and having a time-invariant 2-D spatial intensity;
(b) the planar ROS of its 3-D spectrum inside the principal
Nyquist cube N ∈ R3 .
inr t0 (nx , ny )

is the 2-D spatial intensity of the object
where
in the reference frame captured at nt = nt0 . Here, ∆x(nt )
and ∆y(nt ) are the distances corresponding to the motion of
the object along the nx and ny discrete spatial dimensions,
respectively, during (nt − nt0 ) samples, and are given by [19,
ch. 2.3]
∆x(nt ) = vx (nt − nt0 )

(2a)

∆y(nt ) = vy (nt − nt0 ),

(2b)

respectively. In this case, the intensity of the moving object
at any time instant is a shifted replica of the time-invariant
2-D spatial intensity captured at the reference frame as shown
in Fig. 1(a). Note that the assumption of a time-invariant
2-D spatial intensity (also know as the constant intensity
assumption [19, ch. 2.3]) is predominantly valid for moving
objects in real scenes under diffuse illumination.
The 3-D spectrum of the intensity i(nx , ny , nt ) can be
obtained as [11] [19, ch. 2.3]
I(ejωx , ejωy , ejωt ) = Irnt0 (ejωx , ejωy ) δ(vx ωx + vy ωy + ωt ),
(3)
inside the 3-D principal Nyquist cube N , where
Irnt0 (ejωx , ejωy ) is the 2-D discrete-domain Fourier
transform of inr t0 (nx , ny ) and δ(·) is the one-dimensional
(1-D) continuous-domain impulse function. Note that
N , {(ωx , ωy , ωt ) ∈ R3 | − π ≤ ωx , ωy , ωt < π}. The ROS
R of this 3-D spectrum, inside N , can be obtained as
R = {(ωx , ωy , ωt ) ∈ N | Irnt0 (ejωx , ejωy ) 6= 0
and vx ωx + vy ωy + ωt = 0}.

(4)

According to (4), inside N , R lies on a plane having a normal
vector [vx , vy , 1]T and going through the origin [11] as shown
in Fig. 1(b).
III. ATTENUATION OF M OVING I NTERFERING O BJECTS
U SING 3-D V ELOCITY F ILTERING
A. Conventional Velocity Filtering
It is evident from (4) that, ideally, the spectral ROSs of objects moving with different constant velocities do not overlap
except at the origin inside N . Consequently, an OOI moving

(b)

Fig. 2: (a) The angle αcvf between the spectral ROSs of the
OOI and the MOI; (b) the difference between the angles αsvf
and αcvf .
with a constant velocity can be enhanced while attenuating
MIOs having velocities which are different from that of the
OOI using a 3-D VF. Note that the passband of such a 3-D VF
effectively encompasses the spectral ROS of the OOI while
the stopband encompasses the spectral ROSs of the MIOs,
thereby achieving velocity-selective filtering. In conventional
VF design methods, the passband has been selected to be
planar or wedge shaped and has been approximated by a 3-D
FIR or IIR transfer function.
In order to analyze the performance of conventional VFs
in attenuating MIOs, let us consider an OOI moving with
a velocity [vx , vy ]T and an MIO having a velocity [vx +
∆vx , vy + ∆vy ]T , where ∆vx , ∆vy ∈ R. The angle αcvf
between the planar spectral ROSs of the OOI and that of the
MIO can be obtained as


−1 vx (vx + ∆vx ) + vy (vy + ∆vy ) + 1
(5)
αcvf = cos
kvooi k kvmio k

using the dot product between the two vectors vooi =
[vx , vy , 1]T and vmio = [vx + ∆vx , vy + ∆vy , 1]T , where k · k
denotes the 2-norm of a vector. Note that αcvf is a function of
four variables: vx ,vy ,∆vx , and ∆vy . In order to observe the
variation of αcvf with respect to the velocities of the OOI
and the MIO, αcvf is calculated for a representative case,
where vy , ∆vy = 0 pixels/frame and is shown in Fig. 2(a).
Note that, in this case, αcvf depends only on vx and ∆vx .
It can be observed that αcvf rapidly decreases with vx . In
particular, when the velocity of the MIO is close to that of
the OOI, i.e., ∆vx ≤ 1 pixels/frame, αcvf < 10◦ if vx ≥ 2
pixels/frame and αcvf < 5◦ if vx ≥ 3 pixels/frame. Similar
behavior of αcvf can be observed in the more general cases,
where vx , vy , ∆vx , ∆vy 6= 0 pixels/frame. When αcvf is close
to 0◦ , the VF should have a very sharp transition band in order
to effectively attenuate the MIO. As a result, the order of the
VF needs to be significantly increased leading to a higher
computational complexity and higher group delay, which are
undesirable, especially in real-time applications.
B. Shifted-Velocity Filtering
We now show that MIOs having velocities close to that
of the OOI can be significantly attenuated using shifted
VFs compared to conventional VFs without compromising
the computational complexity. To this end, we consider the
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Fig. 3: Structure of a shifted VF.
structure of a shifted VF shown in Fig. 3. Here, H(zx , zy , zt ),
(zx , zy , zt ) ∈ C3 , is a 3-D filter having a planar-shaped or
wedge-shaped [10], [18] passband, which encompasses the
ωt = 0 plane inside N , and Sb (zx , zy ) and Sf (zx , zy ),
(zx , zy ) ∈ C2 , are 2-D SVS filters. In order to describe
the operation of a shifted VF, let us consider a video signal
iin (nx , ny , nt ) consisting of an OOI and an MIO having intensities iooi (nx , ny , nt ) and imio (nx , ny , nt ), respectively, and
moving with velocities [vx , vy ]T and [vx + ∆vx , vy + ∆vy ]T ,
respectively. Note that iin (nx , ny , nt ) = iooi (nx , ny , nt ) +
imio (nx , ny , nt ). The 2-D SVS filter Sb (zx , zy ) spatially shifts
iin (nx , ny , nt ) by −∆xooi (nt ) and −∆yooi (nt ) (see (2a) and
(2b)) along the nx and ny , dimensions, respectively. In fact,
Sb (zx , zy ) performs the affine transform given by
  
  

n
bx
1 0 −vx
nx
vx nt0
n
by  = 0 1 −vy  ny  + vy nt0  ,
(6)
n
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0 0
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where (b
nx , n
by , n
bt ) ∈ Z3 . Note that, after this affine transform,
the apparent velocity of the OOI is [0, 0]T and that of the
MIO is [∆vx , ∆vy ]T . Consequently, the OOI appears to be
stationary with respect to the temporal dimension whereas
the MIO appears to be moving with [∆vx , ∆vy ]T . The 2-D
SVS filter Sf (zx , zy ) is employed to reintroduce the motion of
the OOI after filtering with H(zx , zy , zt ). That is, Sf (zx , zy )
spatially shifts the output of H(zx , zy , zt ) by ∆xooi (nt ) and
∆yooi (nt ) along the nx and ny , dimensions, respectively.
The corresponding transform in the frequency domain is
linear inside N and is given by
  
 
ω
bx
0 0 1 ωx
ω
by  =  0 1 0 ωy  ,
(7)
ω
bt
vx vy 1
ωt
where (b
ωx , ω
by , ω
bt ) ∈ R3 . Note that the spectral ROS
of iooi (b
nx , n
by , n
bt ) lies on the ω
bt = 0 plane (having
booi = [0, 0, 1]T ) whereas that of the
the normal vector v
imio (b
nx , n
by , n
bt ) lies on the plane having the normal vector
bmio = [∆vx , ∆vy , 1]T inside N . More importantly, this
v
linear transform is a shear (or skew) rather than a rotation.
Therefore, the angle αsvf between the spectral ROSs of the
OOI and the MIO is different from αcvf in (5) and can be
obtained as


1
.
(8)
αsvf = cos−1
kb
vmio k

Note that αsvf depends only on ∆vx and ∆vy , and is
significantly greater than αcvf when the velocity of the MIO
is close to that of the OOI. For example, for the case
∆vx = 1 and ∆vy = 0 pixels/frame, αsvf = 45◦ . Fig. 2(b)
shows αsvf − αcvf for the representative case considered in
Sec. III-A. It can be observed that (αsvf − αcvf ) > 25◦
when ∆vx ≥ 1 and vx ≥ 1 pixels/frame. This indicates

a significant angular separation between the spectral ROSs
of the OOI and the MIO in the shifted-velocity filtering
compared to the conventional velocity filtering. Consequently,
the transition band of H(zx , zy , zt ) can be wider compared
to that of a conventional VF. In this case, the H(zx , zy , zt )
can be approximated with relatively lower order leading to
a lower computational complexity and a group delay. On
the other hand, if both H(zx , zy , zt ) and the conventional
VF have the same order, hence similar transition bands, the
MIO is significantly attenuated by the former compared to the
latter because, in this case, the spectral ROS of the MIO lies
predominantly in the stopband of H(zx , zy , zt ).
It is worthwhile to note that the 2-D SVS filters Sb (zx , zy )
and Sf (zx , zy ) can be implemented with 2-D shifts with no
arithmetic operations [10], [18] if ∆xooi (nt ) and ∆yooi (nt )
are integer-valued, i.e., the motion is quantized to pixel level,
discarding fractions. Because wedge-shaped passbands are
robust to motion estimations errors, the effect of this quantization is negligible on the performance of the shifted VFs
as verified in [10]. In practice, ∆xooi (nt ) and ∆yooi (nt ) can
be estimated by means of readily available motion estimation
techniques [19, ch. 6].
IV. V ERIFICATION U SING N UMERICAL S IMULATIONS
In this section, we numerically verify that shifted VFs
significantly outperform conventional VFs in attenuating MIOs
having velocities close to that of the OOI. To this end, a
standard test video signal containing an OOI and an MIO
having checkerboard intensity patterns [10], [13], [18] is
numerically generated. Furthermore, the energy of the OOI
and the MIO are selected to be the same (thus the input SIR
= 0 dB) and the size of the test video is 512 × 512 × 41.
Both the conventional velocity filter and the filter
H(zx , zy , zt ) of the shifted VF are designed as 3-D FIR
frequency planar filters. We employ planar-shaped passbands
because both a conventional VF and a shifted VF having
similar passband shapes can be designed ensuring a fair
comparison. Note that the filter-bank based design methods
proposed in [10], [18] for shifted VFs cannot be used to
design conventional VFs. The filter H(zx , zy , zt ) is designed
by cascading three 1-D lowpass filters (i.e., H(zx , zy , zt ) =
Hx (zx )Hy (zy )Ht (zt )) and the conventional VF C(zx , zy , zt )
is designed by rotating the passband of H(zx , zy , zt ) to
the required orientation [20]. Due to the limited space, we
do not present the rotation-based 3-D filter design method,
and the reader is referred to [20] for more details. The 1D lowpass filters Hx (zx ), Hy (zy ) and Ht (zt ) are designed
using the windowing method with Hamming windows [21,
ch. 9], and the bandwidths are selected to be 0.9π, 0.9π
and 0.05π rad/sample, respectively. Note that, instead of the
Hamming window, other windows such as von Hann, Kaiser
and Dolph-Chebyshev [21, ch. 9] can be employed. The −3
dB isosurfaces of the magnitude responses of H(zx , zy , zt )
and C(zx , zy , zt ) designed to enhance an OOI moving with
the velocity [3, 7]T pixels/frame are shown in Fig. 4.

TABLE I: The output SIRs (in dB) achieved with the conventional and the shifted VFs.
Velocity of the OOI

[3, 7]T

[1, −2]T

[6, −3]T

[−7, −6]T

[2, 3]T

[0, −1]T

[7, 4]T

[−4, 6]T

[−1, −3]T

[5, −8]T

Velocity of the MIO

[4, 6]T

[0, −2]T

[7, −1]T

[−5, −8]T

[4, 4]T

[1, −2]T

[7, 6]T

[−3, 8]T

[−1, −4]T

[6, −7]T

Conventional VF

1.82

5.07

4.99

0.37

8.65

10.18

2.45

4.28

1.30

1.29

Shifted VF

11.20

21.27

27.29

12.40

27.29

11.20

39.05

27.29

21.27

11.20
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SIR, dB
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Fig. 4: The −3 dB isosurfaces of the magnitude responses of
(a) the shifted VF H(zx , zy , zt ) and (b) the conventional VF
C(zx , zy , zt ). The order of both filters is 20 × 20 × 20.
MIO

OOI
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Fig. 5: A selected region of the 21st frame of (a) the input
video; the outputs of the (b) conventional VF of order 20 ×
20 × 20 (c) shifted VF of order 20 × 20 × 20 and (d) shifted
VF of order 10 × 10 × 10.
As representative cases, eight test video signals are used in
the first part of the simulations. The velocities of the OOI and
the MIO are selected as [vx , 5]T and [vx + 1, 5]T pixels/frame,
where vx = 1, 2, . . . , 8. The test video signals are processed
with a conventional VF of order 20 × 20 × 20 and two shifted
VFs of orders 20×20×20 and 10×10×10. A selected region
of the 21st frame of the input video corresponding to vx = 2
pixels/frame and the processed videos are shown in Fig. 5. It
can be observed that the conventional VF fails to attenuate the
MIO whereas the shifted VF of order 20×20×20 considerably
attenuates the MIO and that of order 10×10×10 substantially
attenuates the MIO. Furthermore, the OOI is substantially
distorted in the output of the conventional VF whereas negligible distortion is introduced by both shifted VFs. In order
to quantitatively evaluate the attenuation performance, SIRs
at the outputs of the VFs are calculated and presented in
Fig. 6. The average output SIRs of the conventional VF, the
shifted VF of order 20 × 20 × 20 and the shifted VF of order
10 × 10 × 10 are 1.54, 21.27 and 7.58 dB, respectively. Note
that the output SIR of the two shifted VFs are independent
of vx because [∆vx , ∆vy ]T = [1, 0]T for all the cases.
Accordingly, approximately 20 dB improvement in SIR is
provided by the shifted VF compared to the conventional VF
having the same order. Importantly, the lower order shifted VF

0
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5
4
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6
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8

Fig. 6: The output SIRs achieved with the conventional VF
and the two shifted VFs.
outperforms the conventional VF by approximately 6 dB.
Ten video signals that represent more general cases are used
in the second part of the simulations. The ten video signals
are processed with a conventional VF and a shifted VF. The
order of both VFs is 20 × 20 × 20. The velocities of the OOI
and the MIO, and the achieved output SIRs are presented in
Table I. It can be observed that the shifted VF provides more
than 9 dB improvement in SIR compared to the conventional
VF for the cases where |vx | > 1 or |vy | > 1 pixels/frame. In
the case 6, the performance of both filters are similar because
the angular separation between the spectral ROSs of the OOI
and the MIO are similar for both velocity filtering methods
when |vx |, |vy | ≤ 1 pixels/frame (see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)).
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Novel use of 3-D shifted VFs is proposed for the selective
enhancement of moving objects in video signals in the presence of the MIOs having relatively close velocities to that of
the OOI. The proposed approach addresses a major limitation
in conventional VFs which shows degraded performance when
the angular separation between the planar spectral ROSs of an
OOI and an MIO is very small. Numerical simulations verify
that the proposed shifted VFs provide significant improvement
in SIR compared to conventional VFs when |vx | > 1 or |vy | >
1 pixels/frame, importantly without compromising the computational complexity. Future work includes extension of the
shifted VF architecture to four-dimensional depth filters [22]–
[24] and five-dimensional depth-velocity filters [25]–[27] for
light field and light field video processing, respectively, in such
applications as virtual reality and computational photography.
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